
A versatile high-end coach



Welcome to the Irizar i6. Having been a worldwide benchmark in the passenger 
transport sector for more than 127 years, Irizar is now going even further in the 
spirit of innovation. The i6 is supported by the most advanced technological 
solutions and attention to detail - the hallmarks of the Irizar brand. The i6 joins 
Irizar’s wide range of integral, hybrid and electric buses and coaches.

The beating heart of this aesthetic revolution is cutting-edge technology that 
capitalizes on the inherent values of the Irizar i6 - quality, robustness and reliability 
of a model with its own personality.

Design, technology and sustainability are the expressions of the renewed spirit 
that embodies the brand and which seeks to inspire confidence in those who are 
the organic elements of a coach: the owners, drivers and passengers. Because our 
motivation is inspired by people.

Solidity and Growth



The brand identity and character of Irizar are reflected in the Irizar i6, which is an 
interpretation of a new phase in the visual language of Irizar coaches. It is a versa-
tile high-end coach, ideal for commuter and touring services.

It stands out due to its features, design, aerodynamics, attention to detail and 
comfort. Irizar´s identifying symbols make it unmistakable as a safe, reliable and 
profitable coach.

Different elements, such as the front fog lamps and the marker lights, are harmo-
niously integrated. A strikingly fresh outcome emphasizes and adds nuance to the 
familiar face of the Irizar i6. The delicate character line along the side communi-
cates a sense of optimization and high quality. A feeling echoed in the sleek and 
modern details and trims.  

Its aesthetic concepts are infused with a personal stamp communicating attracti-
veness to the market. The overall effect is an unmistakable Irizar i6 stronger and 
more dynamic than ever. 

Driving the Irizar i6 is a special experience, and traveling in it is a true pleasure. 

A state-of-the-art coach



Technology

Challenges demand responses. Irizar technology provides them.

Irizar has responded to challenges arising from traffic conditions and from the 
need to optimize resources: LED lighting both outside and inside is both effective 
and economical.

The multiplexed architecture and CAN communication protocol that coordinates all 
the coach electronics, enables diagnosis and data collection using the OBD connec-
tor and provides the systems with a level of intelligence. 

Irizar i6 also meets challenges for passenger comfort and safety - in other words, 
creating the experience of a calm and comfortable journey. The solutions that Iri-

zar has developed seek to enhance passenger satisfaction: exclusive touch sensi-
tive switches in the ceiling and innovative air intake systems on the roof and be-
neath the coach provides for increased performance of both driver and passenger 
air conditioning systems.

The Magic Eye fatigue detector is an innovative system capable of detecting when 
the driver is tired and alerting the driver of potential hazardous conditions, so as to 
avoid possible accidents. A camera, located on the dashboard of the bus, captures 
images of the driver’s eyes. The system will analyze these images and detect signs 
of fatigue.  



At Irizar, the driver is extremely important. The driver’s seat is designed for rapid 
positioning in the most ergonomic posture. Seat and steering wheel positions can 
be adapted to all drivers. 

The switch panel is fully multiplexed with new icons and colors for easy 
identification. Dials and informative screens are also positioned ergonomically. The 
comfort of the driver at the controls of the Irizar i6 is also enhanced by optimal 
visibility of the rear-view mirrors and controllable air conditioning vents. 

These features are designed to support the driver, making the work easier 
by increasing his/her wellbeing - which translates to improved safety for all 
passengers.

A space designed for optimal comfort and functionality.

The driver is our focus



Ensuring as safe a journey as possible is a core value and guiding principle of the 
design of all Irizar vehicles. As with all the other models of the brand, the Irizar i6 
complies with the R.66.02 safety regulation and has the most modern systems for 
active roll-over, to guarantee stability and reduce risks in unforeseen circumstances.

From the moment of manufacture, the materials used in the coaches and buses are 
fire-resistant and we apply the necessary illumination to maximize the visual field 
and quality both during the day and night. We have new safety systems like the 
Magic Eye, in addition to a broad range of possibilities in terms of equipment for 
passenger safety.

Powerful personality
Safe, reliable and comfortable

In the most extreme situations the behavior of other road users is unpredictable, 
so it is reassuring to know that the structure of the Irizar i6 has been designed to 
offer protection from a rollover event or head-on collision by optimizing weight 
distribution.  Furthermore, the ergonomic design and spaciousness of the operator 
cockpit along with its accessible controls, is a fundamental safety element.

In addition to introducing the most advanced technologies in design, materials, 
components, and production processes, the Irizar i6 has the ultimate in build 
quality, achieving a completely safe and reliable coach.



At Irizar we know that fuel is the major cost component for operators, so we have 
made every effort to reduce consumption.

The new generation of Cummins ISX, EPA certified engines with reduced internal 
friction, modified fuel injection system and other refinements, have significantly 
reduced fuel consumption.  

The software of the 6-speed Allison transmission automatically selects the most 
ideal gear for operation.  Additionally, the aerodynamic design of the coach creates 
a lower coefficient of air friction which is due to a narrower front with less air intake.  
These features along with the design of the spare wheel cowling, alloy wheels 
and lighter overall weight achieved by using high-tensile steels all contribute to 
the efficiency of the Irizar i6.  Consistent with our aim to be best in class in fuel 
economy for the luxury coach sector.  

Client profitability

With the concept of maximum profitability in mind, we have worked on repair and 
maintenance costs. Service intervals have been extended and optimized.  We have 
also made great strides in reducing the cost of serviceable parts and coachwork.

Moreover, we can provide coaches with the most advanced technology for 
comprehensive monitoring and control of costs and efficiency, to help our customers 
optimize the performance and profitability of their fleet.

And of course, the service network continues to expand and offers an Irizar 
authorized workshop within range of every operator. Our priorities include ensuring 
that the Irizar i6 maintains a high residual value, so that our clients receive an 
attractive return on investment. Deciding to buy the Irizar i6 is, without a doubt, a 
strong value proposition.  



Proven and reliable                   
european technology



Providing a comprehensive and fully guaranteed repair, tune-up and maintenance 
service, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, continues to be a core value. Ensuring 
that the customer consistently enjoys a wide range of services and excellence in 
aftermarket support, is of vital importance. 

Service: the Irizar difference
24h/365d, 12 languages



Front and rear LED lighting technology with daytime headlamps and curve-
following lamps.  Exclusive Irizar rear-view mirrors that comply with all U.S., 
Canadian & European standards (including school services) with only two panes.

Additionally, the Irizar i6 includes the following   reliability improvements:

• Energy saving and strong pultrusion technology in side panels. Clean and 

straight exterior lines.

• Robust door opening systems.

• Ruggedized and proven luggage door opening mechanism.

Maximum visibility

• Easy open tag and drive axle fenders.

• Spacious and robust aluminium luggage racks.

• LED technology lights for the exterior and interior (ceiling and aisle) of the coach.

• Light luggage compartment covers equipped with door check systems and fitted 

with SMC materials.

• Stainless steel aisle floor register covers to access the engine area.

• Optimal climate control equipment.



The Irizar i6 offers maximum capacity for adaptation, allowing clients to configure 
the coach and other equipment options according to their specifications and best 
fit their needs.

Options include a wide range of finishes and various seat upholsteries, as well as 
a long list of on-board entertainment, including a Wi-Fi system, iPod connection, 

monitors integrated into the seats, individual audio, navigation and surveillance 
systems, and a number of catering options. 

Further upgrades include access for persons with disabilities, fire extinguishing 
equipment, air purifier systems and much more.

A customized coach The true pleasure of travelling

The Irizar i6´s interior design offers a pleasant environment and a feeling of 
spaciousness for the well-being of the driver and passengers.

The coach’s interior aims for maximum comfort:

• Seats exclusively designed for Irizar. They stand out because of their design, 

ergonomics, durability, accessibility and weight optimization.

• Dual zone climate system that adapts to the needs of the driver and passengers.

• Insulation packaging in the engine compartment that provides for a quite 

passenger experience. 

• Interior lighting with LED technology, air vent diffusers, seat numbers and touch 

sensitive reading light switches.

• Flat screen monitors.

• Optimal HVAC performance.



New and pioneer Irizar seating solutions

The exclusive Irizar seating system is already out on the market for clients.

Although the coach’s visual elegance cannot be ignored, its development has 
seen a focus on concepts such as safety, comfort, functionality and adaptability. 
Jointly designed with a benchmark European company in the sector, the seats, in 

addition to respecting the principles of ergonomics, add 3-point seatbelts to their 
configuration, tables, coat-hooks, handles…

This seating system has been submitted at MGA research corporation in Detroit 
to the required test for the FMVSS207 and FMVSS210 together. So from a safety 
perspective, they offer the maximum.

Complying with the most restricting requirements based on FMVSS207 & FMVSS210



Available configurations

* The configuration shown above, may vary depending on the specifications.

45´

Length 45 ft / 45ft

Height 12.23 ft / 12.89 ft

Width 102 in / 102 in

Front overhang 82.3 in / 82.3 in

Rear overhang 109.6 in / 109.6 in

Distance between axles: front drive 311.2 in / 311.2 in

Distance between axles: drive-third  
steering axle

47.2 in / 47.2 in

Front door width 35.4 in / 35.4 in

Rear door width -

Free-standing height in aisle 78 in / 78 in

First step height 14.2 in / 14.2 in

Turning circle 40.8 ft / 40.8 ft

Total luggage volume (approx.) 476 cu ft / 620 cu ft

Parcel rack compartment volume (approx.) 56.5 cu ft / 56.5 cu ft

Maximum authorized weight 54000 lbs / 54000 lbs

45’

General information 
(integral design vehicle)

Cylinder arrangement 6 Cylinder 

Piston displacement 729 in³

Valves 24 V

Feed Common Rail

Variable- turbine 
geometry

Maximum power 317 Kw

425 hp

1800 rpm

Maximum torque (Nm) 1650 lb-ft

1100 rpm

Emissions compliance EPA 13

ISX12

Powertrain information Gearbox

ALLISON B500 
 
 
Fully automatic 6 speed gear box. 
 
Capable of generating torque of up to 1700 lb-ft 
 
Electronic with advanced software for optimum 
fuel consumption

WC  Kitchen PRM No. of seats  Min. Dist.

Rear No Yes 56+1+1 30 in

Seat distribution: 
Axle information
Front axle                                                                   
ZF RL 82 EC independent (2+2 shock absorbers 
and air bellows). 
 
Rear axle                                                                    
ZF AV 132 (3.54:1 ratio) (4+4 shock absorbers 
and air bellows). 
 
Tag axle                                                                      
ZF RL 82 EC independent (2+2 shock absorbers 
and air bellows).
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HVAC

Full Climate control Air Conditioning system •

Artic heating system •

Programmable pre-heater •

Convector fan in WC •

Convector fans in luggage compartments •

DRIVE AND GUIDE •

Moquette driver and guide seat •

Multifunction steering wheel •

Tyre pressure monitoring system •

Leather driver and guide seat 0

GPS Navigator 0

ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS

Parking sensors •

LED interior lighting •

Aesys destination boards •

Bosch DVD equipment and 19" Bosch front monitor 0

Bosch Classic line audio equipment 0

Bosch Professional line audio equipment 0

15" Bosch second and third monitor 0

Digital TV Tuner 0

Rear view video camera 0

GPS connected to monitors 0

WiFi internet connection 0

Lifts for wheelchairs 0

PASSENGER ZONE

Individual air conditioning and lighting •

3 point safety belt on seats •

i6 moquette seats 0

i6 synthetic leather seats 0

i6 seats with leather inserts 0

Coathanger behind seat 0

Seat back table 0

Magazine net behind seat 0

Armrest •

Footrest •

Waste bin at entrance and central door 0

220V plug sockets for each pair of seats 0

Aircraft style locker lids 0

 • Standard equipment  0 Optional equipment

Equipment

OTHERS

Bi-Xenon front headlamps 0

Stainless steel structure •

Extra tinted side windows •

Fire suppression system Fogmaker •

Air purifier system 0

Pre-fitting for trailer hook equipment 0

Alcoa wheel rims •

ECAS
System that controls total vehicle suspension to 
provide stability, ensuring passenger safety and 
comfort.

ASR

Electronic system that acts by individually braking 
the wheels in risk situations by centralizing ABS 
& ASR.

System designed to prevent the loss of wheel 
adherence and wheels that skid when the driver 
uses excessive acceleration or in slippery road 
conditions.

ABS
System that prevents the wheels from locking 
when braking in order to avoid tires skidding 
across the road, shorten the braking distance and 
provide better control over the vehicle.

LDWS
System that warns the driver when the vehicle be-
gins an unintentional lane departure.

ACC
System that automatically controls the vehicle 
speed maintaining a steady speed as set by the 
driver.

ESC+ABS+RSC



5410 Cameron Street, Suite 101
Las Vegas, Nevada 89118
office 702.431.0707
www.inabussales.comwww.irizar.com

Exclusive distributor


